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SUMMARY
THE GENERAL OBJECTIVE of this study was to estimate the
direct and indirect costs of solid waste management in the metro-
politan area composed of Anderson, Blount, and Knox counties,
Tennessee.
Estimates were made of the weights and volumes of solid waste
collected and dumped at four facilities operated within the study
area during the last 4 months of 1970. Costs associated with
handling these amQunts of solid was.te were es.timated on the basis
of records provided by government agencies and private individuals
and business firms in the study area.
The estimates were made for facilities and services operated by
the cities of Knoxville, Alcoa, Maryville, and Oak Ridge, and by
Knox and Blount oounties.
Lowest total unit costs for collection and disposal were for
Knoxville - $9.98 per ton and $3.09 per cubic yard of solid waste.
These costs were moderately higher for Oak Ridge - $10.49 per
ton and $4.10 per cubic yard. Highest estimated oosts were for
Knox County - $26.19 per ton and $8.11 per cubic yard. Costs for
the three jurisdiotions in Blount County (Alcoa, Maryville, and
Blount C<>unty)averaged $23.89 per ton and $7.29 per cubic yard.
Among the faotors that could account for the differences among
the cost estimates are: economies of scale (especially in the case of
Knoxville) ; differences in the composition of the refuse delivered to
the landfills; and relatively low densi.ties of households in outlying
areas of Knox and Blount counties.
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THE SOLID WASTE PROBLEM
"THE AvERAGE CITY DWELI.ER) directly or indirectly, uses
about 150 gallons of water per day, 4 pounds of food, and 19 pounds
of fossil fuel. This is converted into r,oughly 120 gallons of sew-
age, assuming an 80% recovery of wwter input; 4.5 pounds of solid
refuse, and 1.9 pounds of air pollutants."l. 2
Solid waste3 management is concerned with economically effi-
cient collection, movement, and disposal of useless, unused, un-
wanted, or otherwise discarded materials. As urban activities ex-
pand outward from a city's central distriot, past the rural-urban
fringe~ sites that would otherwise be used for waste disposal are now
used for commercial and/or residential purposes. Therefore, trans-
por,tation costs associated with colleotion and disposal are greatly
*Professor and former Graduate Student, respectively, Department of
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology.
'Henry Still, The Dirty Animal (New York: Hawthorn Books, Inc., 1967),
p.28.
"Pollution may be defined as the "undesirable change in the physical,
chemical, or biological characteristics of our air, land, and water that may
or will harmfully affect human life or that of other desirable species, our
industrial processes, living conditions, and cultural assets; or that mayor
will waste or deteriorate our raw materials." Pollutants are residues. Defi-
nition from Committee on Pollution, Waste Management and Control, Publi-
cation 1400 (Washington: National Academy of Sciences, National Research
Council, 1966), p. 3.
'Solid Waste is defined as useless, unused, unwanted, or discarded
materials. Refuse is generally used in reference to solid wastes. Defined by
American Public Works Association, Municipal Refuse Disposal (Chicago:
Public Administration' Service) , p. 11. Hereafter referred to as APWA.
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affected by urban and suburban growth and development. That is,
From 20 to 40% of annual budgets of departments of public works
is applied to the tasks of refuse collection and refuse disposal. Of
this repetitive expenditure,approximately 80% is consumed in collec-
tion, the cost of which has been steadily increasing with no apparent
improvement in sanitary quality of service rendered.'
To the average citizen, this could mean more ,taxes to maintain
environmental quality at current levels.
Studies conducted by the American Public Works Association
and the United States Department of Public Health reported that
fewer than 50% of the United States cities with population greater
than 2,500 disposed of community refuse by approved sani.tary and
nuisance-free methods. Approximately 80% of urban and rural
towns with populations between 1,000 and 5,000 disposed of refuse
in open pits or dumps. This was done without regard to sanitation
standards, health hazards, and associated community blight near
the dump.5
The Tennessee Department of Public Health recognized the
potential health problems associated with careless solid waste dis-
posal. The Solid Waste Disposal Act became effeclive in 1971
(Tennessee Code Annotated, Section 53-4301 to 53-4315).6 How-
ever, liberal waiver provisions were made because local governments
claimed that .the regulations could impose excessive financial bur-
dens on community resources.
In any case, reliable data on the economics of solid waste
management are needed by all agencies and individuals concerned
with efficient solution of solid waste problems. This report con-
tains results of a study that was made to generate ,this kind of in-
formation. The results apply to communities in the metropolitan
area of Knoxville, Tennessee, and to similar localities elsewhere.
OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL PROCEDURE
The general objective of the study reported here was to esti-
mate the direct and indirect costs of solid waste management in the
metropolitan area composed of Anderson, Blount, and Knox coun-
ties, Tennessee.
'Marcus M. Truitt, et aI, Mathematical Modeling of Solid Waste Collection
Policies, Public Health Service Publication No. 2030 (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1970), p. 1.
"APWA, Refuse Disposal, p. v.
"Tennessee Code Commission, Tennessee Code Annotated, Volume 9A
Cumulative Supplement (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1970),
pp. 133-141.
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Estimates were made of the weights and volumes of solid
waste colleoted and dumped at four facilities operated within the
study area during the last 3 months of 1970. Costs associated
with handling these amounts of solid waste were estimated on the
basis of records provided by government agencies and private in-
dividuals and business firms in the study area.
The estimates were made for facilities and services operated by
the cities of Knoxville, Alcoa, Maryville, and Oak Ridge, and by
Knox and Blount counties. Further, the costs were for operating
procedures that conform to solid waste disposal regulations of the
State of Tennessee.
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
The area in which .the study was made typified in many ways
other urban-rural areas in Tennessee and in the South. That is,
the central city (Knoxville) served as the commercial, industrial,
and cultural center for the population; but in keeping wi,th current
social trends, a substantial portion of the population lived in
suburbs or rural areas and commuted to the inner city for employ-
ment. Also, many "bedroom communi,ties" that surrounded the
main city were incorporated jurisdictions that provided municipal
services and generated revenues to pay for the services.
The United States Bureau of the Census defined the Anderson,
Knox, and Blount counties area as a Standard Metropolitan Statisti-
cal Area (SMSA). The 1970 popula,tion of the area was estimated
at 400,337.7 The number of persons residing in the same house-
hold (2.73) in the study area was close to the state average, 2.8.
The median value of homes in both the Knoxville SMSA and the
entire state was $12,700.8 About 13.5% of the population in the
Knoxville SMSA in 1970 was nonwhite; for the entire state the
percentage was 16.3%9
Solid wastes generally were disposed of in the study area by
using sanitary landfills. All jurisdictions, except one, provided
7United States Department of Commerce, 1970 Census of Population,
Tennessee, Final Population Counts, PC (VI)-44, Bureau of the Census (Wash-
ington: Government Printing Office, December, 1970), p. 3.
·United States Department of Commerce, 1970 Census of Population,
General Housing Characteristics, HC (VI)-44, Bureau of the Census (Wash-
ington: Government Printing Office, February, 1971), p. 5.
·United States Department of Commerce, 1970 Census of Population Ad-
vance Report, Tennessee, General Population Characteristics, PC (V2)-44
Bureau of the Census (Washington: Government Printing Office, February,
1971), p. 4.
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collection and disposal services for residents living within their
respective boundaries. In the case of the exception, the community
contracted with a private corporation to furnish collection and dis-
posal services. The fees for these services were paid from com-
munity tax revenues, rather than from direct payments by indi-
vidual users.
In other rural and suburban areas not served by municipal
agencies, householders subscribed individually to refuse collection
services, paying $2 to $3 a month for pickups made once or twice a
week. Outlying jurisdictions in the study area, as well as the in-
dividual counties, maintained centrally-located refuse disposal sites.
Households not served by municipal collection and not subscribing
to pickup services either hauled their refuse to the county landfill
or disposed of it in some other way. Widespread use of the latter
method of disposal has caused many roadside and backyard dumps
to appear throughout the area. The use of these dumps and other
improperly-operated landfills are responsible f,or increased land-
scape, water, and air pollution. Efforts have been made at both
state and local levels to clean up roadside dumps and to prohibit
future appearance of new ones.
ESTIMATES OF SOLID WASTE WEIGHTS AND VOLUMES
Proper data were not available on the quantities of solid waste
generated in the area covered by this study. Therefore, a sample
survey was made to estimate these values. Since most solid waste
was collected in compactor trucks, these trucks were the sampling
units. Initially, all other vehicles (private cars, private trucks, and
business-owned trucks) bringing refuse to the dumps that were
surveyed were to be covered also in gathering data for the esti-
mates.10 However, ca'l'Sand private trucks had to be omitted from
the data plan because the typical nonprofessional driver of these
vehicles was not skillful enough to safely position his vehicle on
the portable scales used in the survey. Inclement weather during
the period in which the study was made would have compounded
the risks. The procedure used to adjust for amounts of refuse de-
livered by these vehicles will be discussed below.
The sample size (total number of trucks weighed) was con-
strained by the time and resources available for data gathering.
1·That is to say, there would be a complete enumeration of amounts of
solid waste delivered in these vehicles in addition to the data gathered from
the sample of compactor trucks.
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However, results of research on solid waste management conducted
in other areas of the United States indicated that weekly amounts
collected during the autumn season were representative of average
weekly quantities generated over the entire yearY
Data from published results of prior studies were expressed in
pounds per unit. However, a unit of measure having less variability
among time periods and among delivery vehicles would be prefer-
able for extrapolative purposes. Volume was considered first as
an "ideal" measure. However, volume varies with compression
force, moisture content of the refuse compressed, and density of
the component materials in the particular heterogeneous mass of
refuse being measured. Rather than attempting to reconcile these
factors and the relationships between volume and weight, both
weights and volumes were used in the analysis. Another reason
for retaining both bases of measurement was that costs could be
compared on both weight and volume bases for the same waste
materials, thus adding more range to the analysis.
The American Public Works Association (APWA) 12 stated that
it was relatively easy to determine accurate weights and volumes
of solid waste when the material was in the ,transpor,ting vehicle
ready to be discharged. In the area studied, the greatest pro-
portion of solid waste collected and deposited arrived at the land-
fills in compaction (packer) trucks. Accordingly, the sampling
procedure to gather data was as follows:
The purpose of the sample was to e,stimate ,the average weight
per cubic y,ard of solid waste delivered in packer trucks at a 95%
confidence level. It was assumed that data taken in any 1 week at
each of the four landfills surveyed would be repres,entative of the
other 51 weeks during the year. A sampling unit was defined as
one compacted truckload, and all such loads per day during a 6-day
week constituted the population sampled at each of the four land-
fills.
The specific details of the sample design were these:
Let X = pounds per cubic yard of solid waste on one truck out
of the population. The population mean expressed in pounds per
cubic yard per load, l.l = E(X) , was the sample objective. Records
from the respective solid was,te agencies indicated that a total of
551 packer vehicles could be expected over a I-week period at all
11American Public Works Association, p. 30.
"Ibid., p. 42.
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four sites covered by the study. The expected subtotals by land-
fill sites were: Knoxville, 355; Blount County, 90; Knox County, 40;
and Oak Ridge, 66 vehicles per week.
Snedecor and Cochran1:! stated that if homogeneous strata
within a heterogeneous population could be delineated, a gain in
precision over simple random sampling would result. Stratified
sampling required a choice with respect to ,the size of sample to be
taken from any stratum. Therefore, a proportional allocation was
used which sampled a given fraction from every stratum.
The sample size was computed from n =[z O{J 2where Z
was the confidence level desired (or the probability ,the error in the
mean would exceed L) ; ax was the sample variance of the popu-
lation; and. L was the allowable error in the sample mean14 meas-
ured in pounds; and n was the sample size for each site.
A sample of size, n = 10, was drawn from the population to
establish a standard deviation for the population.15 The stratified
sample, using a proportional allocation with 5% probability of an
error exceeding -+- 10 pound per ,cubic yard, indicated a sample size,
n, at Knoxville of 129; Blount Oounty, 33; Knox County, 15; and
Oak Ridge, 24.
A random number table was used to select .the loaded garbage
trucks to be weighed at each landfill site.
All vehicles entering the landfill when surveys were made were
stopped and the driver was questioned as to the origin of the solid
waste carried; that is, residential, industrial, commercial, or agri-
cultural. The type of material to be discarded was noted, along
with vehicle identification and estimated cubic yardage of refuse.
Solid waste volume was determined by measuring the inside dimen-
sions of the carrier vehicle's load area. Refuse not lending itself
to the simplified code used in the questionnaire was descriptively
noted. (See Appendix for sample questionnaire.) The data on
the questionnaires were the basis for computing the mean weights
per cubic yard of packer truck solid wa'ste. The volume data
collected from those vehicles not weighed (private cars and trucks
lOG. W. Snedecor and William G. Cochran, Statistical Methods, 6th edition
(Ames: The Iowa State University Press, 1967), p. 520.
14Snedecor and Cochran, p. 521.
"Sampling procedure used was discussed with Dr. H. A. Lasater, Univer-
sity of Tennessee Statistics Department, Knoxville, October 30, 1970.
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operated by nonprofessional drivers) were transformed into weights
using published engineering information.16 Compaction factors for
each waste category were used to derive a standardized solid waste
density for vehicles hauling loose waste.17 A compaction factor
of 0.8, for example, meant that the loose solid waste material would
decrease to 80% of its original volume when enough compaction
force was applied and a specific material density was attained. The
standardized density allowed data on solid waste receipts at the
landfill sites to be compared and/or aggregated.
The resultant weight and volume output from the computer
was expanded to a 52-week basis. Table 1 presents the solid waste
quantities estimated for 52-week periods on ,the basis of the 1-week
sample of data taken at each si,te.
Table 1. Estimated annual weights and volumes of solid waste collected
and disposed of for six jurisdictions in the Knoxville SMSA, 1970
Jurisdiction Weight Volume"
Tons Cubic yords
Knoxville 119,467.40 385,231.6
Knox County 6,736.08 20,433.4
Alcoa" 5,813.12 19,066.3
Maryville" 6,308.15 21,055.9
Blount County" 9,110.27 26,233.0
Oak Ridge- 22,520.16 57.610.8
'Volumes determined by compacted densities of materials collected from
each jurisdiction.
"Disposed of in landfill operated by City of Alcoa.
COSTS OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
The costs of municipal solid was,te management were analyzed
on the basis of a set of stages and activities ,that conformed to Ten-
nessee Solid Waste Disposal Regulations.18 Cost data and equip-
ment specifications were obtained from the respective municipali-
,ties in the study area and were used t,o synthesize cost budgets
consistent with each size and operating environment. Table 2
shows the operating cost stages financed by public funds for each
l·United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, CoIlection
and Disposal of Solid Wastes for the Des Moines Metropolitan Area, pp. 2-30.
17Ibid.
l·Tennessee Code Commission, Tennessee Code Annotated, pp. 131-141.
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Table 2. Cost stages for solid waste services - six jurisdictions
in the Knoxville SMSA, 1970
Cost stage
Administrative
and
Jurisdiction overhead Collection Disposal
Knoxville X X X
Knox County X X
Alcoa X X X
Maryville X X b
Blount County
Oak Ridge X 4 4
'Knox County did not operate collection services.
bMaryville used landfill operated by City of Alcoa.
<Blount County residents were served by private contractors. Refuse was
disposed of in landfill operated by City of Alcoa.
"City of Oak Ridge contracted with private operators for services. Public
Health Department acted as inspector and community relations coordinator.
of the jurisdictions surveyed. Knox and Blount county residents
were served by private oollection servioes, while Oak Ridge con-
tracted for solid waste services with a private firm.
OVERHEAD AND COLLECTION COSTS
Overhead and collection oosts were grouped into three cate-
gories: administrative overhead, garage and maintenance overhead,
and collection equipment overhead and operation; and each of the
cost categories discussed below were allocated accordingly.
Administrative Overhead
Land and buildings. When more than one agency shared a
municipal office building, building costs attributed to solid waste
management were estimated by a floor space allocation technique.
The actual floor space for specific office areas and total building
floor area was obtained from personnel assigned to the solid waste
management office and from engineering records. The proportion
of the total building unit used for solid waste management services
was calculated and the resulting ratio was used also to allocate costs
normally assigned by the municipality to the general operating
fund, such as telephones and utilities.
The Knox County solid waste building cost allocation presented
a unique problem in that the County Clerk, who also administered
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the landfill, was housed with most other county agencies in a large,
old building. The landfill inspector for Knox County was head-
quartered in another building. Rather than attempting to cost out
these two buildings, it was more realistic to determine the cost of
nearby comparable rental office space of equal size, and to use these
rental rates as estimates. These rates ranged from $3.96 to $4.56
per square foot without utilities. An average rental price of $4.36
per square foot, based on rates supplied by local building rental
agencies, was estimated for Knoxville.
Observation by the researchers indicated that new military ad-
ministrative buildings built by the Federal Government in recent
years differ little archi,tecturally and functionally from civilian
counterparts constructed for use by local governments. Therefore,
if new building costs could not be obtained from current insurance
appraisals or other sources, a construction cost rate from the
National Construction Estimator19 for military building costs was
selected. The National Construction Estimator provided a guide
for completed building space including fixtures and equipment
normally considered built-in or attached to the structure, for ex-
ample, window screens, venetian blinds, and drinking water
coolers·.2o An administrative building of the type approved for
military installations would have cost $26.62 per square foot, ad-
justed for location factors and size.21
Table 3 gives ,the estimated allocations of land and building
spaces for solid waste services in municipal buildings and garages
for Knoxville, Knox County, Alcoa, Maryville, Blount County, and
Oak Ridge. The size of the publicly-owned land plot surrounding
these buildings varied. The table shows that Maryville operated
four garages. Three were of low cost pole barn construction, and
served mainly as storage facilities. The fourth, a more permanent
structure, housed repair shops.
The municipal garage complex in Knoxville was a series of
antiquated buildings. To estimate costs of ,these buildings, a single
model structure was designed that combined both garage space and
office space on ,the side. The model garage was patterned after
similar maintenance facilities operated by other public agencies.
The cost allowances for building in the Knoxville City Hall
were based on the area occupied by the public works department.
19Gary Moselle (ed.), National Construction Estimator (18th edition: Los
Angeles: Craftsman Book Company, 1970-1971, p. 174.
"Ibid., p. 175.
21Ibid.,pp. 176-177.
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Buildings
Portion
allocated
ta solid
Total waste
cost services
Dollars Percent
54,091.84 15.00
105,925.00 70.00
1,098.72· 6.00
627.84· 40.00
150000.00 1.67
220,000.00 90.00
4,960.00 100.00
300,000.00 0.63
3,472.00 25.00
6,240.00 70.00
2,184.00 75.00
2,000.00 33.33
d
565,331.72 0.69
Table 3. Buildings and land allocated to solid waste services for
six jurisdictions in the Knoxville SMSA, 1970a
Jurisdiction
and
facility
Knoxville - Municipal bldg.
Gorogeb
Knox County - Municipal bldg.
Garage
Alcoa - Municipal bldg.
Garage
Garage
Maryville - Municipal bldg.
Garage
Garage
Garage
Garage
Blount County
Oak Ridge - Municipal bldg."
Garage
Land
Total
amount
used by
facility
Portion
allocated
to solid
waste
services
Acres Percent
6.00
7.09
2.50
3.00
3.50
2.00
6.68
15.00
70.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
0.63
70.00
70.00
70.00
70.00
0.69
Engineering records were the source of figures on floor space al-
lotted to public works activities. Finally, the average percentage
of time spent on solid waste management by the public works office
staff was basis for allocating intradepartmental building cos1ts.
Office equipment. Allowances for office equipment were a
significant cost element. Equipment inventories used to derive
these costs were determined by observation and survey at the
'Costs allocated to :solid waste management based on area occupied by
public works department and percent of public works staff time spent on
management' of solid waste services.
bKnoxville garage building costs synthesized on basis of single model
garage structure.
<Knox County basic cost data were not available. Land requirements
and building costs based on rents charged for comparable property nearby.
dBlount County residents were served by private contractors who collected
material and disposed of it in landfill operated by the City of Alcoa. Hence
municipal overhead costs for solid waste services were negligible.
"Oak Ridge contracted with private operators for collection and disposal.
Public Health Department acted as inspector and public relations coordinator.
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offices covered in this study. Prices of individual items of equip-
ment were obtained from local suppliers.
Appendix Table 1 shows the equipment items f.or four of the
six municipalities studied. The City of Alcoa provided a lump
sum estima,te of annual office costs associated with solid waste
management in lieu of an inventory. The f.igure given ($916.30)
compared closely with those for similar-sized solid waste manage-
ment -offices.
Estimates for Blount County were not made because of the
very small amount of municipal office services that was concerned
with solid waste management. The county operated neither a col-
lecti-on nor disp-osal service. Instead, private collection contractors
dealt directly with individual residents and businesses for refuse
removal services.
Blount County negotiated a contract wi,th the City of Alcoa to
operate a joint Blount County, Maryville, and Alcoa landfill, agree-
ing to pay 40% of the total disposal costs. Under this arrange-
ment, Maryville and Alcoa each paid 30%.
Office equipment depreciation, interest, maintenance, and in-
surance costs were computed from the information given in Ap-
pendix Table 1. Equipment life was estimated at 15 years with
zero salvage value. Maintenance costs were estimated at 1.5% per
year of purchase cost, and a 6% interest rate was assumed.
Garage and Maintenance Overhead
Knoxville, Maryville. and Alcoa operated municipal equipment
repair and storage facilities. Appendix Table 2 lists estimated
garage equipment costs for Knoxville, Maryville. and Alcoa. Only
the City of Alcoa retained an inventory of spare parts and equip-
ment to meet emergency needs. The average annual cost of this
inventory as related to solid waste was estimated at $2,200. The
data given in Appendix Table 2 were used to compute annual de-
preciation (assuming zero salvage value), interest on capital in-
vested (assuming 6% interest), and maintenance costs (assuming
1% per annum of original equipment cost). Insurance costs were
computed from rates for garage equipment.
Collection Equipment and Overhead
Collection vehicles. One of the largest cost categories in solid
waste management was that concerned with collection vehicles.
Solid waste collection services traditionally have been labor inten-
sive. But, efforts have been made to raise collection efficiency
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through increased mechanization. The colleotion equipment is ex-
pensive. Also, inspection of municipal collection truck service
reoords in the study area showed that this equipment was costly to
maintain. For example, maintenance records for city-owned com-
pactor trucks for the period, 1961-1970, indicated an estimated
annual maintenance cost rate of 150% of initial investment and a
7-year useful life. Specific items included in maintenance costs
were parts, lubricants, tires, and labor.
Trashmobiles and GRD trucks22 used in Knoxville had, accord-
ing to records kept, a 90% annual maintenance cost rate and 4-
and 10-year estimated use lives, respectively. Based on published
data,23 automobile and pickup truck maintenance rates were esti-
mated at 50% of purchase cost, with an estimated use life of 10
years. Purchase prices of the various types of vehicles were ob-
tained from published municipal bid price lists.24 Depreciation, in-
terest, and maintenance costs were computed from the data in
Appendix Table 3.
Additional bases for the estimates of vehicle costs were a 10%
salvage value on equipment and a 6% intere,st rate on capital in-
vested. Insurance rates, quoted by a regional insurance firm
familiar with municipal vehicle insurance, estimated annual liability
insurance costs per automobile at $156; trashmaster sized truck at
$568; and larger packer type truck 3!t $912. This was a cost as-
signed to the average degree of risk I1;hevehicles faced while per-
forming collection services. Some municipalities did not buy com-
mercial insurance, but rather insured the vehicles themselves. If
a vehicle was then involved in an accident, the municipality paid
any costs for which it was liable from its general fund. The cost
of commercial insurance, however, was included as an item in
vehicle costs under both situations.
Fuel. Fuel costs are affected by both time and distance of '
operation. Accurate fuel records generally were maintained for
municipally-owned vehicles. These records were the basis of the
""Trucks used to lift and empty large solid waste containers into the
compaction trailer.
nGlenn H. Glover, "Costs of Farm Machinery Used for Cotton Production
in Tennessee," University of Tennessee Experiment Station Bulletin 448,
Knoxville, October, 1968, p. 21
24M.U. Snoderly (ed.), "Bid Data on Current Municipal Public Works,"
The University of Tennessee Technical Bulletin 60, MTAS, Knoxville, July,
1969; and Frank E. Kirk (ed.), "Bid Data on Current Municipal Public Works,"
The University of Tennessee (Knoxville) Technical Bulletin 62, July, 1970, and
Technical Bulletin 63, January, 1971.
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estimated fuel consumption rates for the localities covered by this
study.
Appendix Table 4 shows the bases of the fuel cost estimates
made for jurisdictions in the study area. Fuel used by each type
of vehicle in Knoxville was estimated from fuel fill-Up receipts.
Total fuel cos,ts for Maryville and Alcoa were taken from city ac-
counting records and the rates listed in the table were derived from
these data. Oak Ridge and Knox County automobile fuel costs
were derived from average fuel consumption rates and daily mile-
ages provided by drivers of the vehicles.
Labor. Direct and indirect labor was the largest single cost
item in solid waste management.
The wage and salary rates reported by jurisdictions in the
study area for employees engaged in waste management adminis-
tration, collection, and disposal activities are summarized in Ap-
pendix Table 5. Also shown are the manpower requirements,
estimated fringe benefit rates, and hours of work per week for each
job category. The bases for the pay rates - hourly wage or annual
salary - reflect the accounting procedures used in each munici-
pality. These pay rate data were used to estimate total labor costs.
These costs were: the number of employees in each job caJtegory
times the respective pay scales (including fringe benefits) times
hours worked per week.
Utilities. Utility costs were determined from municipal records
and interviews with city officials. When only a total utility cost
covering all municipal operations was available, the costs were al-
located in the same manner as building depreciation. That is, total
costs of telephone, electric, gas, and water services were added for a
given operating period and multiplied by a solid waste service allo-
cation factor, computed from floor space allocations in the re-
spective municipal service buildings.
Office supplies. Office supplies included items such as post-
age, paper, and duplication services. Municipalities bought these
supplies in bulk to obtain quantity price discounts, and the indi-
vidual items were used as needed by the different agencies in the
jurisdiction. Since records of use by specific agencies were not
kept, office supply costs were estimated by interviewing solid waste
office personnel in each jurisdiction in the study area.
Automobile. Allowances for automobile costs were reported
by Knox County, Maryville, and Oak Ridge. These figures are in-
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cluded in Appendix Table 6. In Knoxville and Alcoa, some vehicles
(and costs) were assigned directly to solid wa~te supervisory per-
sonnel or foremen, and the associated vehicular costs for these
jurisdictions are included in Appendix Table 8.
The cost data estimated for garage and maintenance overhead
for the jurisdictions that provided collection services are given in
Appendix Table 7. Labor costs included here were for foremen or
other personnel in garage offices whose work related directly to
collection services. For Knoxville, these costs also covered staff
personnel in the garage offices whose duties were directly related to
collection services. On the other hand, charges for maintenance
labor and mechanics were not included. Rather, these were in-
corporated into the maintenance factors added to vehicle costs.
Overhead and operating costs for solid waste collection equip-
ment are shown also in Appendix Table 8 for the jurisdictions that
provided these services (Knoxville, Alcoa, and Maryville).
Finally, the cost data shown in Appendix Tables 6, 7, and 8 are
given on total annual and per ton and cubic yard bases. The unit
costs were obtained by dividing the totals for each item in a juris-
diction by the estimated annual weight and volume of solid waste
produced in that municipal1ty (see Table 1).
DISPOSAL COSTS
Assumption of Disposal Analysis
Disposal costs were estimated for the three jurisdictions in the
study area - Knoxville, Knox County, and Alcoa - that operated
solid waste disposal sites. The estimates were those for oper3Jtions
that conformed to Tennessee Solid Waste Disposal Regulations.
The general assumptions on which the analysis was based were
these:
The trench method of disposal recommended by the American
Public Works Association was used.25
Compaction density, in general, depends on pressure applied in
compaction, duration of application of pressure, moisture content,
type of material compacted, and amount of initial compaction pres-
sure in the truck. In this study it was assumed that ;bhe com-
"American Public Works Association, pp. 19-146.
26United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Solid Waste
Landfill Stabilization, An Interim Report (Ralph Stone and Company, Cincin-
nati: Bureau of Solid Waste Management, 1968), Table 5, pp. 1-4; Table 7,
pp. 2-3.
27American Public Works Association, p. 100.
paction density to be attained at the landfill sites was 600 pounds,
dry weight. Published sources reported densities of from 515 to
613 pounds per cubic yard.26 Other sources27 reported higher
figures. However, the figure of 600 pounds per cubic yard was
deemed to apply to the situation in the study area on the basis of
observation and consultation with supervisory personnel at the dis-
posal sites.
Trench Design and Excavation
Table 1 indicated tile estimated amounts of refuse to be dis-
posed of per year from each jurisdiction covered by the s,tudy. The
annual deliveries were converted to daily amounts delivered to each
disposal site as follows:
Knoxville - 765,817 pounds and 1,235 cubic yards;
Knox County - 53,888.64 pounds and 81.73 cubic yards;
Alcoa - 136,215 pounds and 212.52 cubic yards.
The required width of the trench used depends on the amount
of truck traffic during peak delivery periods. A trench that is
too narrow will not allow simul,taneous dumping from several
trucks, causing costly collection truck delays. On the other hand, too
wide a trench creates compaction problems, in that the compactor
must spend more time driving about to spread and compact refuse
that is discharged over a larger area. The trenches used in the
analysis were wide enough to accommodate peak traffic loads at
each particular site.
A trench tha;t is too deep can partly fill w~th water, creating
compaction problems. Based on existing soil conditions, the depths
of the trenches at Knoxville and Alcoa were set at 18 feet and 9
feet, respeotively. Also, on the basis, of observation of actual
trench-fill operaItions in the study area, a 30-degree grade or slope
was assumed for the trench compaction face.
Each day that the disposal site was operated, a layer of refuse
was deposited on ,the compaction face surface, along with the re-
quired amount of covering compaction dirt. On succeeding days of
operation, successive layers of refuse and cover dirt would be de-
posited and compacted on the previous days' compactions. And so,
the compaction slope and ,the area of ,the compaction face surface
were calculated in order to use data on solid waSitedeliveries to de-
termine the linear footage of trench that would be required each
day.
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The length of the compaction slope, assuming a 30-degree slope
and a given ,trench depth, was derived with trigonometric formulas.
The formula for the tangent of an angle was used to compute the
length of the adjacent side (see Figure 1). Then, the hypotenuse
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formula h = I a 2 + b 2 was used to find the length of the com-
paction face surface.
Using the Alcoa landfill trench as an example, the compaction
face surface was a rectangle with dimensions of 50 feet by 36 feet,
with a resulting area of 1,800 square feet. If a 1-foot layer of
refuse were spread uniformly on this compaction face surface, the
volume of solid waste necessary to cover it completely would be
1,800 cubic feet, or 66.67 yards. To accommodate the estimated
volumes of waste delivered daily to this landfill - 212.52 cubic
yards - a trench with the dimensions given above would have
filled at a rate of 3.188 feet per day. An additional 6-inch layer of
compacted dirt to meet state health department requirements28
would have to be added, giving a daily total fill rate of 3.688 feet.
Both ends of the trench had 30-degree slopes. And so, the
triangular space at the distal end of the trench provided additional
space for refuse disposal (see Figure 2). The volume of this area
was 1,039.13 cubic yards, enough to accommodate deliveries for
4.24 days.
Following the recommended practice of digging two trenches
per year, the length of each of these two disposal trenches in Alcoa
was computed as follows: 26 weeks x 6 days per week = 156 days
of required trench capacity. The end fill capacity of 4.24 days
was subtracted, leaving the requirement of capacity for 151.76
days of solid waste disposal. The running length of the trench,
then, was 151.76 days x 3.69 feet per day, equalling 559.99 feet
plus the length of the distal end or 62.35 feet. The total trench
dimensions when viewed from above were 50 feet wide x 622.34
feet long. The land area required for one trench was 0.714 acre.29
A 16-foot buffer perimeter surrounded each trench, increasing land
area requirements to 0.967 acre per trench. The two trenches
used the first year required 1.934 acres.
The average distance of a round-trip for a scraper to load and
unload while excavating the trench at Alcoa was 1,426.68 feet. This
was two times the length, including the overrun length, and 75% or
'·Tennessee Department of Public Health, Regulations Governing Solid
Waste Processing and Disposal in Tennessee (Nashville: Tennessee Depart-
ment of Public Health, 1971), p. 10.
'·Computations: 622.34 feet X 50 feet = 31,117 square feet ...;-.43,560
square feet per acre = 0.714 acre.
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Figure 2. Cross-section of landfill trench with a trapezoidal shape.
twice the trench width.30 The earth displaced from the trench was
piled directly ne~t ,to the trench so adequate cover material was con-
venientlyavailable. Because constructi,on of the succeeding trench
had to be stal"ited before the one in use was filled, location of the
displaced eal"ithpile had to be thoroughly preplanned.
An excavation equipment manufacturer suggested that where
trenches were large and much material had to be transported dis-
tances of 1,000 feet or more, a self-loading scraper was recom-
mended. And so, the Caterpillar Self-Loading Scraper, Model 613,
11 CY capacity was used for the Alcoa landfill operation.32
It was assumed for computing scraper operating costs, that
half ,the 7,426.68 foot transport distance was under uphill and
loaded conditions, and half was under dOWI1!hilland empty con-
ditions. Specifications for rthe Model 613 scraper33 indicated the
following average speeds on each portion of the travel cycle: uphill,
4.5 miles per hour and downhill, 26 miles per hour. The rates of
speed were conveI'lted to travel time, taking into account accelera-
tion and deceleration times, and loading and dumping times, based
on Drevdahl's formulas for scraper travel time.34 The loaded travel
time was 2.25 minutes; the empty travel time was 0.39 minutes;
and the load and unload time was 0.39 minutes. Each cycle aver-
ages 3.74 minutes. This figure was corrected for efficiency35 and
the final adjusted cycle time was 4.99 minutes. By dividing this
4.99 cycle time into 480 (the minutes in an 8-hour work day) 96.19
trips or loads per day were possible. The operator was assumed to
complete the final cycle of each day, accomplishing 97 cycles with
11 CY per load for 1,067 CY of material moved per work day.
An outside factor affecting the excavation rate was precipita-
tion. Wet g'round can cause material loading and unloading prob-
"The displaced earth or spoil pile was located adjacent to the trench.
The scraper operator minimized the travel or haul distance. Therefore, when
he excavated the left ,side of the trench, he deposited spoil toward the left
side of the pile.
"Caterpillar Tractor Company, Sanitary Landfill Machine Selection Guide
(Peoria: Caterpillar Tractor Company, 1970), p. 4.
·'Caterpillar Tractor Company, Elevating Scrapers, Publication No. AEO
20048 (Peoria: Caterpillar Tractor Company, 1970), pp. 4-6.
"Ibid.
"Elmer R. Drevdahl, Jr., Fundamentals of Excavation Equipment for
Engineering and Technology (Tucson: Roadrunner Technical Publications,
1963), pp. 3-32.
'"Ibid.
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lems, plus the possibility of a mired scraper. A precipitation
factor was introduced into the computations and was based on in-
formation published by the National Climatic Center,30 using the
years 1965 and 1967-1970. The statistical data published indicated
precipitation of at least 0.01 inch per day occurred 124.6 days per
year for the 5 years observed, or 34.1% of the days.
At the end of the day, the scraper loaded cover material from
the pile next to the trench and deposited rthe material in locations
convenient to the compacting operation. The compaCItor spread
the material, covering the compacted solid waste with a 6-inch layer
of earth.
The amount of time necessary for the scraper to transport
cover material was deducted from time for construoting rthe trench.
The cover material transportation cycle from a loading point at the
spoil pile to the compaction face, and return, was estimated at 260
feet. Using the same procedure used to calculate the time per cycle
as in the case of digging the trench, an average speed of 5.4 miles
per hour was converted to a cycle time of 1.65 minutes. After ad-
justment was made for an operating efficiency factor,37 the cycle
time was 2.20 minutes.3s
The quantity of compacted cover material was 3.33 cubic yards.
One factor that must be taken into account in excavating earth is
its compaction characteristics. In earthmoving operations, it is
not uncommon for the material that has been moved to be com-
pacted more densely than it was in its original state.39 In any
case, compaction coefficients have been published for a variety of
materials encountered in excavating work. The compacted volume
of "common earth" is 80% of its original volume; a characteristic
referred to as "shrink."40 When earth in its natural state (bank
earth) is loaded into a scraper, it becomes less dense. This feature
is known as "swell," and for wet or dry earth the amount of sweH
is estimated at 25% greater than the original bank measure.41
These concepts of shrink and swell were used to determine the
'·National Climatic Center, Local Climatological Data, Knoxville, Ten-
nessee (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965; 1967-1970), p. 1. .
"This efficiency factor accounted for driver rest stops, machine break-
down, and the like. See Caterpillar Tractor Company, Fundamentals- of
Earthmoving (Peoria: Caterpillar Tractor Company, April, 1968), p. 24.
'8Drevdahl, pp. 3-32.
'·Caterpillar Tractor Company, Fundamentals of Earthmoving, p. 6.
4°Drevdahl, pp. 3-6.
"Ibid., pp. 2-3.
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number of loads required to provide adequate quantities of cover
material. The 33.3 cubic yards compacted cover, when adjusted,
equalled 49.95 cubic yards of loose material. Alt 11 cubic yards
per load, 4 cycles, taking 8.8 minutes plus travel time between
work areas, were required. Total intrasite travel time per cycle
was estimated at 11 minutes. The additional 4.4 cubic yards of
cover material required was easily pushed into place by ,the com-
pactor. In terms of effort lost excavating the trench, the time
required to provide cover material was equivalent to four excava-
tion loads, leaving a daily maximum of 1,023 cubic yards of trench
materials excavated per day. At the rate of 1,023 cubic yards per
day, 19.26 days were required for trench excavation without pre-
cipitation. Assuming that precipitation occurred 34.1% of the
days, the excavation period was extended to 25.83 work days, or
5.2 five-day weeks.
Before establishing the total number of hours the scraper
operated per year, another assumption was required; namely, that
the scraper was used to provide cover material during days of no
precipitation. Given machine warm-up time and travel time, the
machine operated an average of one-half hour per day including
Saturdays, hauling cover material. The scraper was assumed to
operate 92.41 hours when not doing excavation, plus 231.12 hours
while excavating or a total of 323.53 hours per year.
Disposal Equipment - Scrapers
Scrapers. The basic unit was an 11 CY self-elevating scraper,
powered by a 150 flywheel horsepower diesel engine, and with a list
price of $42,976 with standard equipment.42 Annual depreciation
costs were estimated assuming 10% salvage value and a 15-year
life. The estimated maximum useful life of a scraper under aver-
age conditions is normally 10,000 hours.43 However, the scrapers
used in some situations would be used for a smaller total number
of hours under the conditions assumed. The 15-year useful life
was used in this analysis to take account of obsolescence and
deterioration over time. The interest cost of capital invested in
scrapers was estimated using a 6% rate. Maintenance and repairs
costs were computed from coefficients established from past equip-
ment maintenance records and included an allowance for parts and
"Grant Whitmore, Sales Representative, Stowers Machinery Corporation,
Knoxville, Tennessee, personal interview, May 4, 1971.
"Caterpillar Tractor Company, Fundamentals of Earthmoving, p. 50.
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repair labor for different levels of operating conditions.H• A
repairs factor of 0.8 of annual depreciation charges was used also.45
Fuel. Annual fuel costs were computed from a formula based
on engine horsepower, cost per gallon of fuel, and machine oper-
ating time. Costs of lubricating and hydraulic oils were estimated
using average consumption rates based on a 0.15 gallon per hour
rate of lubricant consumption, prices per gallon of lubricant, and
total hours of operating time.46 A factor of 50% was added to the
charges for lubricating oil to take account of costs of lubricants,
oils, and grease.47
Tires. Charges for tires were a relatively significant variable
cost item, and were considered separately from the other scraper
costs. Using a previously-published guide,48 tire life for scrapers
was eSltimated for the assumed operating conditions. Prices of
tires of the required size and type were obtained from a local tire
dealer.49 Tke depreciation costs were based on estimated life and
a zero salvage value; maintenance and repairs were estimated at
15% of this depreciation.50 Finally, charges for invested capital
were based on a 6% interest rate.
Labor. Scraper operators were joint employees of two or more
public service departments. And so, their wages and fringe bene-
fits were allocated to disposal functions on the basis of the pro-
por.tion of time spent on trench excavating duties.
Disposal Equipment - Compactors
Compactors. The basic unit was a Caterpillar Model 815 with
blade and 170 flywheel horsepower rating.51 The compactor was
assumed to have operated 6-day weeks, or 312 days per year (less
legal holidays). The compactor price was $44,926, including a
blade.52 The operating life of the equipment was estimated at
"Ibid., p. 53.
45Drevdahl, pp. 2-8.
46Ibid., pp. 2-9.
41Ibid., pp. 2-20, pp. 6-37.
4"Ibid., pp. 2-13.
4·Goodyear Tire Sales Representative, Knoxville, Tennessee, personal
interview, June 3, 1971.
.6Drevdahl, pp. 2-12.
"'Caterpillar Tractor Company, Self-Propelled Compactors, Publication
No. AEO 20098 (Peoria: Caterpillar Tractor Company, 1969).
·'Grant Whitmore, Sales Representative, Stowers Machinery, Inc., Knox-
ville, Tennessee, personal interview, May 4, 1971.
13,000 hours, based on estimated operating life of similar machin-
ery.53 The compactor was assumed to operate 5 hours per day
for 312 days per year, giving an estimated life of 8.3 years. A
daily operating time was assumed, based on observations at the
landfill sites. Annual depreciation charges were made, assuming
a 10% salvage value. The interest cost for capital invested in
scrapers was based on a 6% annual rate. A factor of 0.7 times
depreciation cost was used to estimate maintenance and repair
costS.54
Fuel. Fuel costs were computed in the same manner as for
scrapers. EstimaJted costs of lubricating oils and grease also in-
cluded an additional 50% for other lubricants.55
Labor. Charges for labor were based on wage and fringe
benefit rates shown in Appendix Table 5, as well as estimated
time spent on disposal functions. On the basis of observations at
the landfill sites, it was assumed that the compactor operators were
trained also to operate scrapers. This enabled them to haul cover
dirt during times when trench excavating was not needed.
Land. Estimated charges for land use were based on a plot of
land thaJt met State of Tennessee requirements for landfill opera-
tions. Several important factors will affect the suitability of a
particular parcel of land as a disposal site.56 They include: 1) the
degree of comprehensive land use planning; 2) the thoroughness of
geologic survey to predict underground and surface water pollution,
and to determine the depth of soil available for trenching and cover
material; 3) the effective zoning regulations; and 4) the likelihood
of public acceptance of the site.
Landfill planning also must include consideration of future
solid was.te disposal needs as affected by population growth, per
capita solid waste generating rates, and the development of altern-
ative - perhaps more efficient - disposal methods. In this an-
alysis, a 5-year planning horizon was used. Land requirements
were estimated on the basis of population projections prepared by
the East Tennessee Development District.57 These proj ections
·'Caterpillar Tractor Company, Fundamentals of Earthmoving, p. 50.
•4Drevdahl, pp. 2-8.
··Ibid., pp. 6-37.
··American Public Works Association, p. 93.
•7East Tennessee Development District, "Blount, Anderson, Knox County
Population Projects" (Knoxville: East Tennessee Development District, 1971).
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indicated an average annual population increase for 1970-75 of
1.83%. A constant rate of per capita solid waste generation was
assumed for the 5-year period. Land costs per acre were obtained
from ,tax appraisers' offices and interest costs were based on 6%
annual rate.
Other Costs
Scales. The cost of a 50,000 pound capacity pit scale with
weight printer and simple enclosure averaged $11,750 installed.58
The scale suppliers suggested an expected scale life of 20 years and
a 1% of initial cost annual maintenance factor. Scale depreciation
charges assumed a 10% salvage value. Interest costs were based
on a 6% annual rate.
Fences. Tennessee Solid Waste Disposal Regulations specify
fence requirements59 for a landfill area. Costs of these require-
ments were estimated on the basis of square plots of land with
6-foot fences with barbed wirre tops and three 12-foot gates. The
cost rates used were $2.90 per linear foot for fencing and $125.00
each for the gates, installed.60 A 15-year fence life, 10% salvage
value, zero maintenance costs, and 6% interest on investment, were
also used.
Road materials. Inclement weather can make access to the
landfill dumping area impossible if an all-weather road is not main-
tained. Crushed aggregate (stone) was used to build the access
road and the stone was estimated to cost $3.15 per ton delivered.61
Insurance. Liability insurance cost rates for a fenced landfill
were obtained from local insurance agences.62
Joint Costs
As indicated earlier, the landfill operated by the city of Alcoa.
served Alcoa, Maryville, and Blount County. Total costs of oper-
ating and maintaining the landfill were shared, by joint agreement,
at the rates of 30,30, and 40%, respectively. These allocations are
reflected in Table 12, which shows estimated costs of disposal ser-
vices for each jurisdiction in the study area.
··Tennessee Scale and Supply Company and Cole Scale Supply Company,
Knoxville, Tennessee, personal interviews, April 6, 1971.
··Tennessee Solid Waste Dispo,sal Regulation, p. 8.
··Moselle, p. 149.
·]Ibid., p. 26.
·'Powell Insurors, personal interview.
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Contract Services
In two jurisdictions - Knox County and Blount County -
solid waste collection services were provided by private contractors
dealing with individual homeowners. In Oak Ridge, both collection
and disposal services were provided by the private contractor. In
this case, the contract was between the service agency and the
municipal government, and the solid waste services were available
to all citizens in the jurisdiction.
The two private contractors who served Knox County residents
reported serving a total of 3,280 customers at an annual cost of
$30.00 per home.63 In Blount County, nine contractors reported
serving 3,259 households, also at a cost of $30.00 per home per
year.64
Data collected at the Knox County landfill indicated that, on
an annual basis, an estimated 4,645.16 tons of refuse, with a volume
of 15,253.16 cubic yards, were collected and delivered by the private
contractors. Similarly, data collected at the Alcoa landfill indi-
cated that the private contractors collected and delivered an esti-
mated 4,338.72 tons of refuse, with a volume of 14,097.2 cubic
yards.
The total receipts from contract fees reported for each site
were divided by the respective estimated annual weights and vol-
umes of refuse collected by the contractors. The resulting costs
were $21.18 per ton and $6.45 per cubic yard for Knoxville, and
$22.5.3per ton and $6.94 per cubic yard for Blount County.
In the case of Oak Ridge, the jurisdiction incurred some over-
head and operating expenses for the landfill operations. However,
the remainder of all other services, including collection and disposal,
were provided for all residents by the single private contractor. The
figures shown in Appendix Table 9 for Oak Ridge reflect these
arrangemen ts.
TOTAL COSTS OF SOLID WASTE SERVICES
Table 4 summarizes the cost data presented in Appendix Tables
2-9 for each jurisdiction in the study area. The lowest total unit
cos,ts for collection and disposal were for Knoxville - $9.98 per ton
and $3.09 per cubic yard. All services in the city were provided by
a municipal agency.
·'Interviews with the owners of Firms A and B providing garbage pick-Up
service in Knox County, November 11, 1970.
·'Interviews with the owners of the nine firms providing garbage pick-Up
service in Blount County, October 19-21, 1970.
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Table 4. Total annual cost and total cost per ton and cubic yard for solid
waste services In jurisdiction In the Knoxville SMSA, 1970
Controct Contract
Adminis- Garage and Collection Disposal services services for Total costs
Jurisdiction and trative maintenance overhead and overhead and for collection of all
cost basis overhead overhead operation operation collection and disposal services
Dollars
Knoxville
Total annual 24,838.56 7,365.34 914,251.32 165,356.77 U91,811.99
Per ton 0.21 0.73 7.65 1.38 9.98
Per cubic yard 0.06 0.23 2.37 0.43 3.09
~~ Knox County
Total annual 3,645.57 30,102.81 98,400.00 132,148.33
Per ton 0.54 4.47 21.83 26.19
Per cubic yard 0.18 1.47 6.45 8.10
Alcoa
Total annual 8,780.93 21,415.18 102,908.74 11,079.25' 144,184.10
Per ton 1.51 3.68 17.70 1.91 24.80
Per cubic yard 0.46 1.12 5.40 0.58 7.56
Maryville
Total annual 5,250.78 1,578.98 125,337.14 11,079.25' 143,246.15
Per ton 0.83 0.25 19.87 1.76 27.71
Per cubic yard 0.25 0.08 5.97 0.58 6.82
TobIe 4. (Continued)
Jurisdiction and
cost basis
Adminis-
trative
overhead
Collection
overhead and
operation
Disposal
overhead and
operation
Contract
services
for
collection
Total costs
of all
services
Garage and
maintenance
overhead
Contract
services for
collection
and disposal
Dollars
Blount County
Total annual
Per ton
Per cubic yard
Oak Ridge
Total annual
Per ton
Per cubic yard
12,005.71
0.53
0.21
14,772.30'
1.62
0.56
97,770.00
22.53
6.94
112,542.30
24.16
7.50
9,550.74
.42
.17
214 609.00
9.53
3.73
236,165.45
10.49
4.10
dBlount County residents obtained collection services
from private contractors. Disposal services were provided
by Alcoa under joint cost-sharing agreement. Therefore,
municipal overhead costs for solid waste services were re-
ported as negligible.
·Collection services provided by private contractors.
'Oak Ridge residents were served by private con-
tractors who provided collection and disposal services.
"Not applicable.
"Knox County did not operate collection services.
'Alcoa landfill served Alcoa, Maryville, and Blount
County. Total costs of operating and maintaining the
landfill were shared-by joint agreement-at the rates of
30, 30, and 400/0 for Alcoa, Maryville, and Blount County,
respectively.
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Total unit cos,ts for Oak Ridge were moderately higher-
$10.49 per ton and $4.10 per cubic yard. Four percent of these
costs wen t .to cover charges for services provided by a municipal
agency. The remaining 96% was for contract collection and dis-
posal services.
Costs of services in the three jurisdictions that used Alcoa
landfill were substantially higher than those for Knoxville and Oak
Ridge. On a per ton basis, they ranged from $22.71 (Maryville) to
$24.80 (Alcoa). On a cubic yard basis, they ranged from $6.82
(Maryville) to $7.56 (Alcoa). Costs estimated for Blount County
services were intermediate - $24.16 per ton and $7.50 per cubic
yard.
The highest es,timated costs were for Knox County - $26.19
per ton and $8.10 per cubic yard.
Care must be .taken in drawing conclusions from these cost
estimates. Various factors could have accounted for the differ-
ences among them. For example, economies of scale may explain
the lower costs for Knoxville. Also, differences in the composition
of the refuse collected may also influence costs. The relatively low
density of households in Knox and Blount Counties was probably
associated with the substantially higher collection costs in these
jurisdictions. In any event, the differences that did appear sug-
gest that further detailed study of these operations could point
out areas in which operating efficiencies might be improved to re-
duce costs.
APPENDIX
SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE
DAI LY CARRI ER WEIGHT RECORD
Site _ Date , 197__
Carrier ident.***
Time
Waste category*
Source**
Weight in
T'otal
Weight out
Amt. delivered
Estimated C.Y.
*Waste category: H = household, D = demolition/construction, T = tires,
B = bulky-waste (furniture, appliances, etc.)
**Source: R = residential, I = industrial, C = commercial, A = agric.,
etc.
***Carrier ident.: M = municipal, C = contractor, Car = priv,ate car,
Pvt. = private truck
SPECIAL NOTES:
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Appendix Table 1. Inventory of office equipment used for administration
of solid waste services in jurisdictions in the Knoxville SMSA, 1970a
Purchase Knax- Knox Mary- Oak
Item castb ville" County ville Ridge
Dollars Quantity in units
Secretary desk 250 2 1 1 1
Secretory choir 70 2 0 1 1
Side choir 60 17 4 8 2
Vertica I fi Ie 75 20 3 4 1
Executive desk 225 11 2 1 0
Executive choir 90 9 2 1 0
Typewriter 400 7 1 2 1
Electronic calculator 800 4 1 2 0
Work table 130 0 0 2 0
2-way radio 2,350 1 0 1 0
Floor mot 10 0 1 2 1
Bookshelf 23 0 1 1 2
Adding machine 550 5 0 1 0
Letter file 2 5 1 2 1
Wastebasket 5 10 1 3 1
"Explanations for jurisdictions not listed:
Alcoa - Municipal officials provided only a total value for the office
equipment inventory. On basis of this figure and percent of public
works staff time spent on management of solid waste services, amount
of $916.30 was allocated to cover these items in estimating adminis-
trative costs.
Blount County - Residents were serviced by private contractors; munici-
pal overhead costs for solid waste services were reported as negligible:
bAverage life of equipment was estimated at 15 years; maintenance rate
assumed at 1.50/0 of original co·st per year. Also assumed were a 6% annual
interest rate and a zero salvage value.
"Includes both municipal building and garage office equipment.
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Appendix Table 2. Garage equipment and parts inventories used for solid
waste services in jurisdictions in the Knoxville SMSA, 1970"
Jurisdiction
Initial
cost
Estimated
lifeCost item
Maintenance
factor
Dollars Percent Years
4,815.00' 15Knoxville Garage equipment
Alcoa Garage equipment
Spore ports
inventory
101,255.00
2,200.00
Maryville 15Garage equipment 2,800.00
'Accounting systems of jurisdictions not shown did not report these cost
items separately.
"Equipment allocated at 70% of initial cost to solid waste services.
'N ot applicable to inventory items.
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Appendix Table 3. Collection vehicle inventories and cost for solid waste
services in jurisdictions in the Knoxville SMSA, 1970a
Jurisdiction and
type of vehicle
Knoxville
Packer truck, rear load,20 cye
Packer truck, front load,25 CY
GRD truck, hoist
Tractor and trailer, 42 CY
Trashmobile, Datsun size
Automobile, sedan
Pickup truck
Knox County
Automobile, sedan
Maryville
Packer truck, front load, 25 Cy
Packer truck, rear load,20 Cy
Packer truck, rear load, 16 CY
Packer truck, rear load, 13 CY
Automobile, station wagon
Alcoa
Truck, Dempster Dinosaur, 47 CY
Packer truck, front load, 25CY
Packer truck, rear load, 18 CY
Packer truck, rear load, 13CY
Pickup truck
Oak Ridge
Automobile, sedan
Number
of units
26
7
1
1
29
3
(lA"
01"
0.7"
Costb
Dollars
339,612
148,204
19,000
37,000
85,550
6,990
1,%1
2,330
1
1
2
1
21,172
13,062
22,384
9,602
2,400
Maintenance
Life factor
Years
7
7
10
7
4
10
10
150
150
90
150
90
50
50
10 50
33,000
21,172
9,880
9,602
1,961
2,330
7
7
7
7
10
150
150
150
150
50
7
7
7
7
10
150
150
150
150
50
10 50
"Knox County and Oak Ridge do not operate collection services. Blount
County residents served by private contractors.
bTen percent salvage value assumed.
'CY = payload capacity in cubic yards.
"Decimal fraction indicates estimated allocation of vehicle's use in solid
waste service functions.
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Appendix Table 4. Fuel costs for collection vehicles used for solid waste
services in jurisdictions in the Knoxville SMSA, 1970a
Number Gallons Total Number of
Jurisdiction and of per day cost per days operated
type vehicle vehicles per vehicle gallons during year
Cents
Knoxville
T rashmaster 29 9 1800 2ffJ
Automobiles 3 4 18.00 2ffJ
Pickup truck 1 4 18.00 2ffJ
Rear packer 27 24 18.00 2ffJ
Front loader 8 35 18.00 286
Tractor-trailer 1 50 18.00 286
GRD truck 1 30 18.00 286
Knox County
Automobile OA' 1.6667 18.00 2ffJ
Maryville
Rear packer 3 12A285 1525 2925
Front loader 1 12.8821 15.00 2925
Oak Ridge
Automobile· 1.1835 21.00 2ffJ
"Explanations for jurisdictions not listed:
Alcoa - Municipal officials provided lump sum annual fuel cost of
$2,621.63.
Blount County - Residents were. served by private contractors; juris-
diction operated no vehicles for collection service functions.
"Decimal fraction indicates estimated allocation of vehicle's use in solid
waste service functions.
"Additional charge of $16.00 per year was made to cover motor oil
and tires.
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Appendix Table 5. Wage, salary, and fringe benefit rates for solid waste
services personnel in jurisdictions in the Knoxville SMSA, 1970"
Salary Hours
Jurisdiction ond Number or wage Fringe per
job description of men rate benefits week
Dollars Percent
Knoxville
Rear loader truck drivers 27 2.30" 10 40
Front loader truck drivers 8 2.45" 10 45
Front loader truck helper 8 1.85" 10 45
GRD truck driver 2 2.45" 10 45
Tractor-trailer drivers 4 2.45" 10 45
Trashmaster drivers 29 2.30' 10 40
Trashmaster helpers 29 2.15" 10 40
Foremen 2 5,832.00· 10 d
Scraper operator· 1 3,312.71· 11.5 d
Caterpillar operator 1 5,512.00· 11.5
Compactor operator 1 5,512.00· 11.5 d
Watchman and scalemaster 3 1.65" 10 40
Gas pump operators 1 1.65" 10 48
City hall personnel 23,905.00·' d
Knox County
Caterpillar operator 1 5,355.00· 11.5 d
Watchman and scalemaster 2 4,762.90· d
County court personnel 2,878.20·'
Alcoa
Packer drivers and helpers 12 2.098" 31.68 40
Caterpillar operators 1.2' 7,878.00·
Scraper operator 0.14i 909.59·
Weighmaster and watchman 1 3,432.00· 19.4638 d
Foreman 0.7i 7,308.00· 25.6
Engineer and staff 8 8,139.59· d
Maryville
Packer drivers and helpers 15 2.351" 13.11 45
Engineer and staff 4,540.02·'
Oak Ridge
Public Health department
Staff 9,943.25· "
"Explanation for jurisdiction not listed: Blount County residents were
served by private contractors who performed all services associated with solid
waste collection and disposal.
"Rate per hour.
cAnnual salary rate.
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Appendix Table 5 (Continued)
dNot applicable.
"Allocation of 60.1% was made to solid waste services.
'Municipal office building personnel salaries allocated to solid waste
services was estimated as a lump sum and included allowance for fringe
benefits.
"No fringe benefits paid. Instead, employees were given sole scavenger
rights at the landfill site.
hImputed from municipal records.
iDecimal fractions indicate estimated allocations of personnel efforts to
performance of duties associated with solid waste .services.
'Salaries given as lump 'Sum, and include allowances for fringe benefits.
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Appendix Table 6. Total annual cost and cost per ton and cubic yard for
administrative overhead for solid waste services
in jurisdictions in the Knoxville SMSA, 1970a
Totol cost
per year
Cost per
ton
Cost per
cubic yardJurisdiction and cost item
------- Dollars -------
Knoxville
Building depreciation
Building maintenance
Building interest
Building insurance
Land interest
Office equipment depreciation
Office equipment maintenance
Office equipment interest
Office equipment insurance
Staff labor"
Utilities
Supplies'
162.27
81.14
243.42
16.23
6.21
29.25
657
13.17
1.10
23,905.00
28.00
346.20
0.0014
0.0007
0.0020
0.0001
0.0001
0.0002
0.0001
00001
0.0000
0.2001
0.0002
0.0029
0.0004
0.0002
0.0006
0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
00000
0.0000
0.0621
0.0001
00009
0.064424,83856 02079Total
Knox County
Building rent"
Office equipment depreciation
Office equipment maintenance
Office equipment interest
Office equipment insurance
Staff labor"
Utilities
Supplies'
Automobile
317.06
14.64
4.88
8.05
0.61
2,878.20
138.29
31.00
25284
0.0471
0.0022
0.0007
0.0012
0.0001
0.4273
00205
0.0046
0.0375
0.0155
0.0007
0.0002
0.0004
0.0000
0.1409
0.0068
00015
0.0124
3,645.57 05412 0.1784Total
Alcoa
Building depreciation
Building maintenance
Building interest
Building insurance
Land interest
Office equipment depreciation
Office equipment maintenance
Office equipment interest
Office equipment insurance
Staff labor"
Utilities
Supplies'
49.98
25.00
74.97
558
96.80
61.09
9.16
27.49
2.29
8,13959
112.98
176.00
0.0086
0.0043
0.0129
0.0010
0.0166
0.0105
0.0016
0.0047
00004
1.3959
0.0194
0.0302
0.0026
0.0013
0.0039
0.0003
0.0051
00032
0.0005
0.0014
0.0001
0.4269
0.0059
00092
Total 8,780.93 15061 0.4604
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Appendix Table 6 (Continued)
Total cost Cost per Cost per
Jurisdiction and cost item per year ton cubic yard
Dollars
Maryville
Building depreciation 37.98 0.0060 0.0018
Building maintenance 18.99 0.0030 00009
Building interest 56.97 0.0090 0.0027
Building insurance 568 0.0009 0.0003
Land interest 162.86 0.0258 0.0078
Office equipment depreciation 117.28 0.0186 0.0056
Office equipment maintenance 1407 0.0022 0.0007
Office equipment interest 42.22 0.0067 0.0020
Office equipment insurance 3.52 0.0006 0.0002
Staff labor· 4,540.02 0.7197 0.2161
Utilities 114.07 0.0181 0.0054
Supplies' 50.00 0.0079 0.0024
Automobile 87.12 0.0138 0.0041
Total 5,250.78 0.8323 0.2500
Oak Ridge
Building depreciation 78.47 0.0035 0.0014 A
Building maintenance 39.23 00017 0.0007
BuiIding interest 117.70 00052 0.0020
Building insurance 10.17 0.0005 00002
Land interest 57.06 0.0025 0.0010
Office equipment depreciation 58.68 0.0026 0.0010
Office equipment maintenance 19.56 0.0009 0.0003
Office equipment interest 32.27 0.0014 0.0006
Office equipment insurance 2.45 0.0001 0.0000
Public refuse containers' 300.30 00133 0.0052
Staff labor· 9,943.25 0.4415 0.1726
Utilities 81.80 00036 0.0014
Supplies' 625.00 0.0290 0.0113
Automobile 639.77 0.0284 0.0111
Total 12,005.71 0.5342 0.2088
'Explanation for jurisdiction not listed: Blount County residents were
served by private contractors who performed all services associated with
solid waste collection and disposal.
bExcludes mayor's and city council's salaries.
'Items -such as pencils, stationery, postage, duplication, and the like.
dAllotted to solid waste services on basis of floor space used.
'Sidewalk containers furnished by the city.
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Appendix Table 7. Total annual cost and cost per ton and cubic yard
for garage and maintenance overhead for solid waste services
in jurisdictions in the Knoxville SMSA, 1970a
Jurisdiction and cost item
Cast per
cubic yard
Knoxville
Building depreciation"
Building maintenance
Building interest
Building insurance
Land interest
Shop equipment depreciation
Shop equipment maintenance
Shop equipment interest
Shop equipment insurance
Labor
Utilities
Supplies
Total
Alcoa
Building depreciation
Building maintenance
Building interest
Building insurance
Land interest
Shop equipment depreciation
Shop equipment maintenance
Shop equipmentin tere: t
Shop equipment insurance
Labor
Utilities
Supplies
Inventory interest
Vehicle
Total
Maryville
Building depreciation
Building maintenance
Building interest
Building insurance
------- Dollors -------
Total cost
per year
1,483.00
74148
2,22442
19205
19,456.95
773.26
210.04
34795
2057
60,305.62
1,110.00
50000
87,365.34
4,22997
2,879.00
6,279.00
53576
180.00
10000
1255
37.66
59.39
6,537.30
7344
6043
66.00
364.68
21,415.18
22645
7541
226.22
62.21
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Cost per
ton
0.0124
00062
0.0186
0.0016
01629
00065
0.0018
0.0029
0.0002
05048
0.0093
0.0042
0.7314
0.7277
04953
1.0801
0.0922
0.0310
0.0172
00022
00065
0.0102
1.12
00126
0.0104
00114
0.0627
3.6839
0.0359
0.0120
00359
0.0099
00038
0.0019
0.0058
00005
00505
00020
00005
0.0009
0.0001
0.1565
0.0029
0.0013
0.2267
0.2219
01510
0.3293
0.0281
0.0095
00052
0.0007
0.0020
0.0031
0.3429
0.0038
0.0032
00035
0.0191
1.1233
00108
0.0036
00108
0.0030
Appendix Table 7 (Continued)
Total cost Cost per Cost per
Jurisdiction and cost item per year ton cubic yard
Dollars
Land interest 168.00 0.0266 0.0080
Shop equipment depreciation 13067 00207 0.0062
Shop equipment maintenance 19.60 0.0031 0.0009
Shop equipment interest 5880 0.0093 0.0028
Shop equipment insurance 0.52 0.0001 0.0000
Labor
Utilities 561.10 0.0889 0.0267
Supplies 50.00 0.0079 0.0024
Total 1,578.98 02503 0.0752
"Explanation for jurisdictions not listed: Knox County did not operate
collection services. Blount County and Oak Ridge residents were served by
private contractors.
bBuilding life was estimated at 50 years for Knoxville and Alcoa; for
Maryville at 33.3 years.
eNo administrative or supervisory labor worked in this garage.
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Appendix Table 8. Total annual cost and cost per ton and cubic yard
for overhead and operation of solid waste collection equipment
in jurisdictions in the Knoxville SMSA, 197Da
Total cost Cost per Cost per
Jurisdiction and cost item per year ton cubic yard
Dollars
Knoxville
Collection vehicle depreciotion 89,180.78 0.7465 0.2314
Collection vehicle mointenonce 133,838.00 1.1203 0.3473
Collection vehicle interest 21,06454 01763 0.0547
Collection vehicle insuronce 49,428.00 OA137 01283
Collection vehicle fuel costs 61,123.80 05116 0.1586
Lobor 559,616.20 4.6843 1A522
Toto I 914,25132 76527 2.3725
Alcoa
Collection vehicle depreciotion 9,469.86 1.6290 OA%7
Collection vehicle mointenonce 15,783.00 2.7151 08278
Collection vehicle interest 2,430.60 OA181 0.1275
Collection vehicle insuronce 3,64800 06275 0.1913
Collection vehicle fuel costs 2,621.63 OA510 0.1375
Labor 68,955.65 11.8621 3.6166
Total 102,908.74 17.7028 5.3974
Maryville
Collection vehicle depreciation 8,514.14 1.3497 0.4053
Collection vehicle maintenance 14,189.00 22493 0.6755
Collection vehicle interest 2,185.32 0.3464 0.1040
Collection vehicle insurance 4,560.00 0.7229 02171
Collection vehicle fuel costs 2,22837 0.3533 0.1061
Labor 93,660.31 14.8475 4.4588
Total 125,337.14 19.8691 5.9668
'Explanation for jurisdictions not listed: Knox County did not operate
collection services. Blount County and Oak Ridge residents were served by
private contractors.
Appendix Table 9. Total annual cost and cost per ton and cubic yard
for overhead and operation of solid waste disposal services
in the Knoxville SMSA, 1970
Total cost Cost per Cost per
Jurisdiction and cost item per year ton cubic yard
Dollars
Knoxville
Scraper depreciation 5,830.63 0.0488 0.0151
Scraper interest 2,80064 00234 0.0073
Scraper maintenance 4,66450 00390 0.0121
Scraper fuel 1,316.75 00110 00034
Scraper lub oils 427.43 00036 0.0011
Tires depreciation 6,472.44 00542 0.0168
Tires interest 310.68 00026 0.0008
Tires maintenance 970.87 0.0081 0.0025
Labor 3,693.67 0.0309 0.0096
Bulldozer depreciation 8,77253 00734 00228
Bulldozer interest 2,573.27 0.0215 0.0067
Bulldozer maintenance 7,895.27 0.0661 00205
Bulldozer fuel 2,22377 0.0186 00058
Bulldozer lub oils 60653 0.0051 0.0016
Labor 6,14588 00514 00159
Compactor depreciation 8,671.79 0.0726 00225
Compactor interest 2,639.11 00221 0.0069
Compactor maintenance 6,070.24 0.0508 0.0157
Compactor fuel 2,68123 00224 00069
Compactor lub oils 870.48 0.0073 0.0023
Labor 6,14588 00514 0.0159
Roadway crushed stone 1,260.00 00105 0.0033
Watchmen salaries 11,32560 0.0948 0.0294
Land interest 35,093.22 0.2937 0.0911
Fence costs 5,470.46 00458 0.0142
Scale costs 1,03400 00087 0.0027
Liabi lity insurance 29,24435 02448 00759
Utilities 14555 0.0012 0.0004
Total 165,356.77 1.3838 0.4292
Knox County
Compactor depreciation 3,825.00 05678 0.1872
Compactor interest 1,12200 01666 00549
Compactor maintenance 3,633.75 05394 0.1778
Compactor fuel 1,767.00 02623 0.0865
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Appendix Tobie 9 (Con tin ued)
Total cost Cost per Cost per
Jurisdiction and cost item per year ton cubic yard
Dollars
Compactor lub oils 382.50 00568 0.0187
Labor 5,97083 0.8864 0.2922
Roadway crushed stone 25000 00371 00122
Wotchmen solaries 4,762.90 0.7071 0.2331
Land interest 38340 00569 0.0188
Trench excavation cost 5,97480 0.8870 02924
Interest on trenches 44.81 0.0067 0.0022
Fence cost 504.03 0.0748 0.0247
Scale costs 1,034.00 0.1535 0.0506
Liability insurance 319.50 00474 0.0156
Utilities 128.29 0.0190 00063
Total 30,102.81 44688 14732
Alcoa
Scraper depreciation 773.57 0.1331 0.0406
Scraper interest 42546 00732 0.0223
Scraper maintenance 618.86 01065 00325
Scraper fuel 94.19 00162 00049
Scraper lub oi Is 2624 00045 0.0014
Tire depreciation 290.96 0.0501 0.0153
Tire interest 33.17 0.0057 0.0017
Tire maintenance 4364 0.0075 0.0023
Labor 275.73 0.0474 00145
Compactor depreciation 1,461.45 0.2514 0.0766
Compactor interest 444.77 0.0765 00233
Compactor maintenance 1,023.01 0.1760 00537
Compactor fuel 516.59 00889 00271
Compactor lub oils 126.36 0.0217 0.0066
Labor 2,363.40 0.4066 0.1240
Roadway crushed stone 264.60 0.0455 0.0139
Weighmaster-watchman salary 1,23000 02116 0.0645
Land interest 354.56 0.0610 0.0186
Fence cost 221.15 0.0380 00116
Scale cost 310.20 0.0534 0.0163
Utilities 3360 0.0058 0.0018
Liability insurance 147.74 0.0254 0.0077
Total 11,07925 1.9060 0.5811
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Total cost Cost per Cost per
JuJurisdiction and cost item per year ton cubic yard
Dollars
Maryville B',
Scraper depreciation 773.'57 0.1226 0.0368
Scraper interest 425.46 0.0674 0.0202
Scraper maintenance 618.86 0.0981 00295
Scraper fuel 94.19 0.0149 0.0045
Scraper lub oils 26.24 0.0042 00013
Tire depreciation 290.96 0.0461 0.0138
Tire interest 33.17 0.0053 0.0016
Tire maintenance 4364 00069 0.0021
Labor 275.73 0.0437 0.0131
Compactor depreciation 1,461.45 0.2317 0.0696
Compactor interest 444.71 0.Q705 0.0212
Compactor maintenance 1,023.01 0.1622 0.0487
Compactor fuel 51659 0.0819 0.0246
Compactor lub oils 126.36 0.0200 0.0060
Labor 2,363.40 0.3747 0.1125
Roadway crushed stone 26460 0.0419 00126
Weighmaster-watchman salary 1,230.00 0.1950 0.0586
Land interest 35456 0.0562 0.0169
Fence 'cost 221.15 0.0351 0.0105
Scale cost 310.20 0.0492 0.0148
Utilities 33.60 0.0053 0.0016
Liability insurance 147.74 0.0234 0.0070
Total 11,079.25 1.7563 05275
Oak ~
C
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Appendix Table 9 (Con tin ued )
Total cost Cost per Cost per
Jurisdiction and cost item per year ton cubic yard
Dollars
Blount County
Scraper depreciatian 1,031.42 0.1132 0.0393
Scraper interest 567.28 0.0623 0.0216
Scraper maintenance 825.14 0.0906 0.Q314
Scraper fuel 12558 0.0138 0.0048
Scraper lub oi Is 34.99 0.0038 0.0013
Tire depreciation 387.94 0.0426 0.0148
Tire interest 44.22 0.0049 0.0017
Tire maintenance 58.19 0.0064 0.0022
Labor 367.64 0.0404 0.0140
Compactar depreciation 1,948.60 0.2139 0.0743
Compactor interest 593.02 00651 00226
Campactar maintenance 1,364.02 0.1497 0.0520
Compactor fuel 688.78 0.0756 0.0263
Compactor lub oils 168.48 0.0185 0.0064
Labar 3,151.20 0.3459 0.1201
Roadway crushed stone 352.80 0.0387 0.0134
Weighmaster-watchman salary 1,640.00 0.1800 0.0625
Land interest 472.75 0.0519 0.0180
Fence cost 294.87 0.0324 0.0113
Scole cost 413.60 0.0454 0.0158
Utilities 44.80 0.0049 0.0017
Liability insurance 196.98 0.0216 0.0075
Total 14,772.30 1.6215 05630
Oak Ridge
Collection-disposol contract 214,609.00 95296 3.7252
Land interest 360.00 0.0160 0.0063
Land improvements 124.20 0.0055 0.0021
SeaIe expenses 1,034.00 0.0459 0.0179
Fence expenses 1,08254 0.0481 0.0188
Landfill insurance 2,500.00 0.1110 0.0434
Utilities 50.00 0.0022 0.0009
Watchman salary 4,400.00 0.1954 0.0764
Total 224,159.74 9.9537 3.8910
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